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GEOG (GEN)-04

West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2012
PART-III

GEOGRAPHY - GENERAL
NEW SYLLABUS AND OLD SYLLABUS
Paper- IV
Duration : 3 Hours

Full Marks : 70

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
Thejigures in the margin indicate full marks.
NEW SYLLABUS
SECTION - I

(Full Marks: 30)
CATEGORY-A

Answer any one question within 300 words

1

X

10 = 10

1.

Give an account of major attributes of land use.

2.

Classify towns according to their functions and briefly describe each type with
suitable examples
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CATEGORY- B

ci!tcft - �
4

Answer any four questions within 150 words each :

X

5 = 20

C<l �mfij ����� )(!O����g
3.

What is the impact of demand and supply on the land use of an area?
� -<1)<1�(j1$1

4.

�9@ �

\!l<f, C<!'I� � � ?

How does land rent influence the land use?
� � ��� � - <IJ<1�$lC<fS � � ?

5.

Explain the evolution of settlement with suitable examples.
�� �� 1S'/rl<PiN5$l � '6!1(,ci41t:io-ll � I

6.

Classify rural settlements according to their activities.

<P1&1<1farn fi6fucG �'1 � c��'it � 1
7.

Briefly discuss the factors responsible for the development of Linear settlement.
@f� \S/i-l<l>JN> � '8�

��"?f<:p�� � �

8.

Write the differenences between metropolitan cities and megacities. Give examples
from India.

9.

Where does temporary settlement develop?

� <PfR5 C<f!Qf'ffi �� � '8� ?
SECTION -11
( Full Me,rks : 40 }
CATEGORY- A

ci!tcft -�
Answer any two questions within 300 words each:

10.

What is Remote Sensing? Discuss its merits and demerits.
� �\� � � ? \£1� �� 18 ���M '5l1Cifll�o-ll

11.

2 X 10 = 20

<f)�

I

What do you mean by Air photo? Write about the methods of air photo interpretation.
�l"tt����� �? �"I C��W���1C<l<U't��QJ1���
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12.

Distinguish between raster and vector data structure used in GIS.
GIS- 1£! � �

13.

\!3 �

'5� '>it� �"C� 911� �'f1 I

What is Satellite Imagery? What are the uses and advantages of Satellite Imagery ?
�91�

™ � ? �9/��c�� �

'-!3 ���� � �

?

CATEGORY- B

c�'lt - �
Answer any ]our questions within 150 words each :

14.

Discuss different types of sensors used in remote sensing.

15.

What is the method of calculating the scale of aerial photo?

16.

Define the term 'Fiducial mark' and 'Principal point'.
'Fiducial mark' 1£!�, 'Principal point' -�� �,<Ml W-T I

17.

State briefly the role of GIS in modern mapping.

18.

What is the importance of overlapping in the interpretation of air photo?

19.

What is the difference between spectral resolution and spatial resolution?
�.�� MC\5'1--1 (spectral resolution )

20.

l!l�, �

What are the elements of raster data model?

MCl.5"te--rn �� 911�� � ?
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